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Riello UPS Challenges Conventional Approach To Enterprise Wide Power Protection
New Multi Dialog takes up to 40% less floor space than traditional UPS
Riello UPS has launched two new additions to its Multi Dialog UPS range. The new 40kVA and 60kVA models
can be used individually, in N+1 redundant or parallel configurations up to an impressive 360kVA.
From this extended range of 10-20-30-40-60kVA Multi Dialog modules users can add further modules as their
loads expand. As modules of a different size can be used in parallel users only have to expand their
systems by the increment they need.
The UPS can be used as a conventional on-line system where the inverter powers the load continuously.
Reduced operating costs can be achieved by putting Multi Dialog into one of its three other operating
modes: Economy, Smart Active, Standby/Off and simple voltage stabilisation.
In Economy mode the UPS achieves 98% operating efficiency. In Standby/Off the loads are powered through
the built in bypass and the UPS only activates when the mains fails, making Multi Dialog ideal for
emergency lighting applications.
“Multi Dialog is so flexible and efficient to run”, commented Robin Koffler, General Manager for
Riello Galatrek. “We are seeing a wide range of new emerging applications for the product”.
Other Multi Dialog benefits include a dual input option , power factor correction with sinusoidal input,
high level surge immunity, an auto restart on power up and built in battery facility (automatic and
manual). The UPS is easy to install as it is sat on a set of locking castors and the front panel
provides access to slide out assemblies. Multi Dialog is also virtually silent in operation making it
ideal for compact computer and telecoms room environments.
The new models are featured in the NEW Industrial-Electrical Riello UPS catalogue out now. Phone Riello
Galatrek on 0800 269 394 email sales@riello-ups.co.uk or visit www.riello-ups.co.uk.
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Riello Galatrek Ltd. is the UK subsidiary of Riello UPS Manufacturing srl, manufacturers of over 100,000
UPS units a year and a dominant force in the European UPS market, with a presence in all key sectors.
Riello UPS purchased the uninterruptible power systems sales and services business of Advance Galatrek in
March 2003 to form Riello Galatrek Ltd. and combine the strengths of the two organisations. Last year
Riello UPS launched more new products than any other UPS manufacturer and has recently been awarded the
European Growth Strategy Leadership Award from Frost and Sullivan.
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Riello Galatrek operates a UK based technical team for support, custom UPS design and UPS accessory
development. Primary UPS development is carried out by Riello UPS at three research centres in Italy.
Development focuses on advancing UPS technology with improved performance, enhanced features and the
ultimate in reliability. The Riello UPS product range covers 400VA to 6MVA with a host of remote
monitoring software options include the TeleGuard 24/7 service package.
A further service provided by Riello UPS is their Technical Energy Consultants (TEC) division. This is
staffed by experienced engineers who provide advise on UPS design, selection and customisation for large
installations to consultants, specifiers, installers and corporate users. The TEC division also runs a
number of Energy Forums across Europe with leading partners to help prompt discussion on power protection
and business continuity issues. Riello Galatrek, the UK subsidiary of Riello UPS runs such Energy Forums
in association with The Institution of Electrical Engineers (IEE).
Riello Galatrek’s UK headquarters is located in new premises at Wrexham, just off the M53 and within 40
minutes of Manchester airport. Here customers benefit from training for their own service engineers and
other support such as; site surveys, installation, commissioning, on-site training and 24/7 remote
monitoring. The company operates through the UK and Eire with a team of service engineers in strategic
locations and a national sales team.
For more information on Riello visit www.riello-ups.co.uk or www.riello-ups.com.
A press download and information centre for Riello Galatrek can be found at:
http://www.marketingprojects.co.uk/news.asp?clientid=1 including photos (300dpi plus and press release
texts).
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